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Mother ’ s  Fr iend

Mother's friend, what was her name? I thought of her recently.
She smelled so good. Perfume, not this cheap flowery stuff,

tantalizing, deeply heady, oh so good stuff.

Was her name Honey?

Not quite, but somewhere in that ballpark. And she was a bachelore.

In those days, an old maid. But she wasn't old. She dressed
beautifully. Her hair shone golden and she seemed normal. But she
was not; she was an old maid and that was not good. No, not at all.

Something wrong, alone, not wanted, unacceptable, not of the cloth
of woven women of that time. Was she mentally unbalanced?

Hush. Suggestions only.

She was my mother's friend but she did not come around often. It

was so scary back then to be unmarried – for a man even. But for a
woman – oh dangerously uninvolved. Excuses were needed and

conjured to explain the sadness, even if there was none, but none
was not even possible.

Freda?

I loved the way she smelled and looked but I kept a distance.

Hushed tones told me that there was a discordant flaw.
– Mar Rodin

long you Google or Wikipedia "Shirley," very little of interest surfaces. We Shirleys of the world are too
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Paper  o r  P la s t i c?

Here I am in the waiting room of the plastic surgeon's office.
Why ‘plastic’? For the credit cards used to pay for it? Never in a

million years did I think I'd be sitting here. Isn't it for Hollywood or
people with a lot of money? No. I've just learned it's also for women
with breast cancer who want reconstruction.

Reconstruction. It sounds like something that's done to a building
after an earthquake. Well, a cancer diagnosis sure feels like an

earthquake – bigger than the one in I lived through in 1989. And
being here isn't about appearances; it's about feeling like a whole,
healthy person.

Look at this office! It's like no other physicians office I've ever seen,

deep gold walls, soft, wine-colored carpet, artful photographs of
female bodies all over the walls. A life-sized, white plaster relief of a
female figure hangs over the reception desk. Instead of those

uncomfortable waiting room chairs where my feet never touch the
floor, three long, wine-colored, backless couches sit in a U-shape,
piled with floral pillows. This office is so girlie. I like it!

I notice that all the women behind the reception desk are very
pretty. Is that a requirement for working here? Actually, the whole

place feels a little like a French bordello.

I reach for a magazine, but it's more interesting to check out who is

here. Discreetly I look around. With three women surgeons, the
place is packed. Several women appear to be in their fifties or

sixties, well dressed and well coiffed, wearing large amounts of gold

old to have been named Sharon, Sherry, Cherie, and not cool enough to be named Tiffany, Melanie.
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jewelry. One younger woman is with a man twice her age; she looks
so perfectly pretty that I wonder if she is a trophy wife. But then I

spot a pale looking woman sitting quietly in the corner wearing a hat.
A shiver runs down my spine – a breast cancer patient going through
chemo.

In walks a tall woman with curly blonde hair, about forty, in over-

sized overalls with a man who looks like her husband and an older
woman who looks a lot like her. I'm guessing it's her mother.
Husband quickly grabs a magazine, sits down and begins to read

intently – The Ladies Home Journal sure fascinates him. The two
women stand around talking loudly. Suddenly she is sitting next to
me. "Which doc are ya seein'?" When I tell her, she nods and says,

"She's great. You're gonna love her. She's worth waiting for."

Then she launches into her story. "Have ya ever lost a lotta weight?"

I shake my head. "Well lemme tell ya, it all goes south on ya when
ya do. I've lost two-hundred fifty pounds in the last few years and I
need a whole damn body job!" Two hundred and fifty pounds!

That's a whole person, I'm thinking, two my size. Before I can
comment, she starts describing all the work she's having. "I'm gettin'
a breast job, a tummy tuck, liposuction of . . ." Fortunately I hear my

name called. I wish her good luck and walk up to a petite Asian
woman with one of those chic diagonal haircuts. She is nicely made-
up, wearing large gold-hoop earrings.

She leads me to a room and hands me a lush velour robe. I change.

She brings me to the surgeon's office. It's comfortable and cluttered.
There's a picture on her desk, a good-looking man wearing bike
shorts standing next to his bicycle. I'm wondering if this is her

    Belinda, Julie, Odessa, Claudia. So we'll leave Shirley for now and go on to my granddaughter's name
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husband when Dr. Plastic Surgeon walks in and introduces herself.
I'm taken aback by how young she is, with shoulder length ash

blonde hair and clear skin over a fine bone structure. She is wearing
ultra-cool, polka-dot-rim glasses. Dr. Pretty Plastic Surgeon, I think,
as I scan the certificates on the wall to see how old she is. Ok, she's

been practicing about ten years. She must be older than she looks.

At her request, I take off the robe and she scrutinizes my body. It

feels strange to have someone stare at my naked body, but it's
something I'm about to get used to. "Well," she says, "would you like

larger breasts?"

I want to slap her! I've just been diagnosed with breast cancer and

she's talking about bigger breasts?! But I realize that this is just part
of her work. "No," I say, "I really don't care so much about size. I just
want to wake up after surgery and see a breast there," I blurt,

somewhat surprised at my bluntness.

She nods and tells me that I have two choices: implant or TRAM

reconstruction, which stands for transverse rectus abdominus
muscle. An implant is a shorter surgery and faster recuperation but

not permanent; somewhere down the line, I'd be looking at a
replacement. TRAM is a longer surgery and longer recuperation. It
involves moving tissue up from the abdomen, leaving a flatter

tummy with a big, thick scar. Dr. Pretty Plastic tells me that I have
good skin, good health and enough abdominal fat to consider the
TRAM.

We spend the next half hour discussing procedures and looking
through albums of headless, legless women she has worked on. I

look intently, carefully considering results and scars. Dr. Pretty gives

which is a uniquely San Francisco name. She's named after the late, great, popular and beloved
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me the names and numbers of former patients; I tell her I will call
them, then call her with my decision next week.

The minute I get home I start calling. Each of the women is so nice

and has something interesting to tell me. These are the first women
with breast cancer I've talked with since my diagnosis ten days ago; it
feels good to connect with them. One woman welcomes me to ‘the

sisterhood’ and I start crying. I've been a part of several sisterhoods
in my life, but never thought I'd be part of this one.

– Marcia Weisbrot

 m public relations and philanthropic SF man of the 1980s whose life and those of his many friends and
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Prune  B oy

A long time ago I walked through my front door and was greeted
by my wife Alice with, “Billy won’t get out of the bathtub. It’s been

two hours.”

Billy was two and built like an old-time Chicago Bear linebacker.

Physically removing him would be to court bodily harm. So I walked
upstairs and sat down on the damp bathroom floor. Before I could
say a word, Billy stopped splashing and said, “No.”

“Would you like to hear a story?” I said. He nodded.

partners were cut short by the ravaging and unknown and unresearched and untested condition
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Once there was a boy named Tommy who loved playing in the
tub. He had so much fun that one day he wouldn’t get out even

though Mommy asked him many times and even bribed him with
cookies.

After a long time Mommy looked at him strangely and said,

“You’re all wrinkly.”

Tommy looked at his hands. They were all wrinkly. He looked at
the bottoms of his feet. All wrinkly. Knees. Wrinkly. Tummy.

Wrinkly. Chest. Very wrinkly.

Tommy climbed out of the tub and looked at his face in the
mirror. All wrinkly.

Tommy was worried but when Mommy took him shopping he
forgot all about it.

At the checkout counter, the lady said to Mommy, “That giant

prune you’ve got there costs a lot.”

Mommy said, “That’s not a prune, that’s my son Tommy.”

They started to argue. Finally the manager came over. He

frowned and said, “That’s not a giant prune, it’s a giant raisin,”
and demanded even more money. More money than Mommy
had!

Finally, though, they let them go. Wrinkly Tommy was free.

My son Billy looked at his wrinkly hands. He looked at the wrinkly

soles of his feet. He climbed out of the tub.

“I’m a good boy,” he said.
– George Yavorsky

known today as AIDS. As if mown down by a silent machine gun, an entire generation of loving, artistic
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Weather  Chron ic le

I write to suggest a new approach to writing about, speaking about
and generally relating to the weather. In the paper, on the television

or on the internet, the weather is always described as pleasant, or
lovely if there is no precipitation in our future. Regrets only
accompany the foretelling of rain. No wonder we have so little rain,

when it knows it isn’t at all welcome.

The Chronicle has a golden opportunity to change Bay Area

weather-language habits and perhaps even weather patterns by
merely changing its own approach on Roberta Gonzales’s weather
page. Perhaps if she included such phrases as, ‘unpleasantly sunny

and dry’, or ‘a joyful downpour is expected’, the rain clouds would
be encouraged to come and deliver.

If this new speech habit permeated all Chronicle columns and

articles that mention weather, language habits in the entire Bay Area

would change. Attitudes would change. When rain fell, faces would
be upturned, welcoming. A sunny day would bring out the parasols.
The rain would know – this is the place to be.

I think it’s worth a try.
– Martha Stookey

generous and productive men disappeared one by one, accompanied by endless tears and too many
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I ’m In  Love  With  a  Vio l in

I first held her in my arms, tucked under my chin, in Roland
Fellner’s Violin Shop on Divisadero Street. I had told him I was

“just looking”.

Then I saw this old girl, warmly coated in pale varnish, at least a

hundred years old. I drew the bow a few times across her body,
striving to mask my trembling excitement at the mellow voice of her
lower registers – oh, the G-string! One can understand writing sheets

of music on her! – as, in what I thought might be a nonchalant
manner, I asked Roland to tell me about her.

Here I must say, I have always appreciated Benjamin Franklin's

advice to his 'nephew', himself the living proof, “It’s always better

with an older woman.” So when Mr. Fellner told me, "That's an old
one, over a hundred years," it was no turn-off. Unlike many of my
fellows, I was not addicted to the contemporary. But what more he

had to say did raise concerns.

“This is a German instrument from Neumarkt, a town near

Munich,” he said, “with a very warm, mellow, almost heart-stopping
sound, not aggressive or sharp the way so many young violinists like
them.”

Oh, no! I thought, How could we make beautiful music together?

She’s German, and I’m Jewish! What would I tell my mother? – if
she were alive. These were the years we wouldn't even drive a VW,
and I could think about a German violin?

  questions. My granddaughter was named after a man, originally from Georgia, whose life partner was
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Then I remembered the simple words of the Dalai Lama, recounted
by a Buddhist monk I met in Paris in circumstances I won’t divulge,

"Ne résiste pas à la tentation." Never resist temptation, a perfect
synthesis of Buddhist and French non-attachment philosophy.

Running my fingers over her nicely rounded belly, I looked through

her elegantly curved vents into the shadowed interior, where there

was just enough light to pick out the sinuous, dark vein of the wood
of her frame. “I’ll take her home right now,” I said, no longer even
trying to resist my covetous impulse.

So I did, and have not regretted it for a moment. As a lover, she is
right out of Anthony and Cleopatra: “Age cannot wither, nor custom

stale her infinite variety.”

Ah, Sophia!
– Rachmael ben-Avram

Dr. Tom Waddell, a 1968 U.S. Olympic decathlete, gifted physician, organizer of the first Gay Olympic
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Valen t ine ’ s  Day

No-one has ever accused me of being the last of the big time
spenders, but for a long time I believed in the Easter bunny and the

tooth fairy, and am still a hopeless romantic, so when they called
from the Marriott with a promotional night for seventy-five dollars,
including breakfast, I jumped at it and signed up for Valentine’s

Day. Newly married, and very much in love I thought it would be a
lot of fun and we would have another special memory in a life
already blessed with many. Lynne loved the idea, and we looked

forward to it like little kids.

The day before the big day I was operating on a young man with

AIDS. He had a large hernia which protruded and became painful
when he stood up. He had gone to San Francisco General and had
been told that there was a long waiting list for elective surgery, and

he asked me if I operated on patients with HIV. I said yes, and we
discussed the various issues relating to the hospitalization and to the
surgery. I told him that, with respect to patient privacy, I thought

everyone in the room should know that he had AIDS, because
special care needed to be taken during surgery. He agreed and we
proceeded.

The surgery took longer than usual. We all wore two sets of gloves.

It wouldn’t help against a needle stick, but if a small hole occurred
in one glove, blood would still be prevented from contacting the
hands. The scrub nurse would not pass the instruments directly, but

would lay them down on a little tray, one at a time, and I would pick
them up. When I was done with that instrument, I would place it

Games in 1985, political activist, friend, and expansive traveler. After his death, the City of San Fran
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back on the tray, and she would pick it up and return it to her back
table. Bloody sponges were carefully handled, and immediately

bagged and then double bagged. Our mantra was “slowly, slowly,
carefully.” Everything was fine until, on the last stitch of the hernia
repair I drove the needle right into the palm of my hand. Fuck.

The atmosphere in the operating room instantly changed. Gone was

any banter or conversation. I changed gloves and took some slow,
deep breaths. We finished the surgery silently, a heavy sense of
gloom permeated the room, a black cloud floating over my head.

I went to the OR supervisor, filled out an incident report, my hands
shaking and my writing even more illegible than usual. Then they

sent me to the Occupational Health Nurse who ordered blood for
an HIV test, and told me to get a second one in six weeks. She
suggested I call an infectious disease doctor and see what to do next.

I thought about calling my lawyer to make sure my will was up to
date. I felt like a dead man walking.

I must have talked to every infectious disease doctor in San

Francisco within the next two hours, and then started on AZT for a

month. They were moderately reassuring, but I didn’t believe any of
them.

Somehow I got through the rest of the day. The patient with the

hernia did fine, and he went home later that afternoon. I spent time
in my office, shuffling papers, unable to concentrate, planning my

funeral. When my wife called I sounded distracted. “What’s
wrong?” she asked. “ Nothing.” I said. “I’ll talk to you later. I’ll be
home at six.”

cisco named its public health clinic near City Hall the Tom Waddell Clinic. My grand-daughter's name
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We had a quiet dinner. I was vague and monosyllabic, and didn’t
know what to say. I didn’t want to scare her, but I was terrified, and

she would be too. We had good friends who had developed the
disease, wasted away and died painfully and rapidly. When we went
to bed, I lay awake for hours, staring out the window.

The next day was Valentine’s Day, our big day. We put a suitcase in

the car and I drove her to work. “I will pick you up at 4,” I said,
“and we’ll go to the hotel.” She smiled. “I’m really looking forward
to it,” she said. I was dreading it.

On the way to the hotel I told her. I blurted it out. The whole story,
the needle stick, the blood test, the AZT, the optimism of the ID

guys, my terror. “We can’t make love,” I said. “I may have the virus.
We have to wait.”

She listened to the whole thing. She didn’t ask any questions. She

just patted me on the knee and said. “It’s us. We’re in this together.”

We checked into the hotel and rode up to the room with the
bellboy. Dead silence. “This is it,” he said when we got to the 23rd

floor. He showed us a wonderful room with a gorgeous view of the
western part of the City, with upper Market and Twin Peaks. Lights
were beginning to twinkle and the sun was setting over the hills. We

could see the lines of red lights and yellow lights on the freeways.
The bellboy handed us a bottle of champagne and left.

We looked at each other for an awkward moment. My wife took her

negligee out of her suitcase, and headed towards the bathroom.

“I’ll be back in two minutes” she said, smiling. “I want you naked.”
– Michael Braverman

   has no older meaning. It was simply made up by her original namesake who changed one letter in his
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Lub-dub

Looks like an electrocardiogram . .
lub-dub lub-dub lub-dub . .

no life until a heart beat, , regular rhythm . .
six months before birth . .
on and on . .

pay no attention . .
every day a good day if I wake up . .
"If I die before I wake I pray the Lord my soul to take" . . 

lub-dub lub-dub
reassuring . .
breathing also take for granted . .

first breath when? . .
spank behind . . yowl . . lungs fill with air . .
was warm, comfortable . .

jolt . .
tight tunnel, , spank, lub -dub . .
cold . .

warm blankets . .
never quite the same . .

– Sheldon Levin

 first name, turning quotidian into exotic. The original even made up a personal logo featuring a mythical
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Leonard

Mrs Colburn’s office, the principal’s office, was my confession
box at Markham Public Grammar School. When she ’called you in’,

you knew that some long and hard times were ahead between
confession and absolution. Most of my visits were the result of an
over-lively sense of righteous retribution.

“I hear you had some trouble in the play yard.” I could feel her
hand on my shoulder. “Come in and tell me about it”.

“Oh no,” I thought, “I’ll miss folk dancing.”

 “I know why, it’s because of Ronald Sears, but he started it.’

“Tell me from the beginning.”

“Ronald Sears is mean to everyone. Nobody likes him because he’s

so mean. Like today. I went up to the pencil sharpener and I stood
behind him and waited my turn and when he was finished he just

turned around and jabbed his sharp pencil into my hand. I could get
lead poisoning from that. He just looked mean in my face and
walked away. The teacher didn’t do anything. She just told me to

wash my hands.”

“That’s very interesting. What happened in the play yard?”

“I kicked him down and he fell in a puddle. I kicked him really

hard. Everyone laughed and no one was sorry. He got all muddy
and wet.”

That time I just spent the folk dancing hour with Mrs. Colburn, but

the time I kicked Leonard Kramer in the face I was there all day.

Griffin. While "Shirley" means "bright meadow" in Old English and "sing to me" in Hebrew, my grand-
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And I felt really badly about Leonard Kramer because I was in love
with him. It was after recess again and I could feel the hand on my

shoulder before it even made contact. I just walked into her office. I
knew it was about Leonard.

“Leonard is such a quiet and polite boy. Did he do something to

make you upset?”

 “He wouldn’t talk to me.”

I did my schoolwork in the confessional. I wrote a letter to Leonard

Kramer apologizing. I stared out the window. I didn’t know I could

kick so high. I kicked his face. The face I loved.
– Martha Stookey

daughter's name summons up memories of The Fillmore, the legendary rock impresario Bill Graham,
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Divorce

Peg met me at the Court House door, my witness. For hours, we
could do nothing but listen as couple after couple rose to speak to

the judge, tell him why the State of New York should grant them a
divorce. My stomach clenched and my breath moved toward
hyperventilation.

No one in my family had divorced. Catholics don’t. I didn’t want a
divorce, I just wanted the mistake called our marriage to disappear

into the vapor out of which it had emerged. Even my pious mother
said, “If only you had shacked up with him, it would have been
better.” Her words were no comfort. All I could sputter deep in my

heart – “Yeah, right, that would have thrilled you! You did not raise
a daughter who could shack up. You raised one steeped in a sense
of moral peril.” And so David and I stood up in front of Uncle Jim,

Msgr. Galvin, and said our vows, married in the eyes of God and the
State of New York, if not in any ultimate sense.

David would not come to court. He would neither contest nor

support the divorce, as he was not greatly in favor of our marriage.

Peg had to appear to testify she had served him papers, that his
absence was voluntary, not the result of my manipulation.

Finally, last on the docket before a late lunch, in a near empty court

room, our names were called. Peg spoke her piece and I was called
to the stand. I had to swear to tell the truth, the whole truth and

nothing but the truth. Even at the moment, my analytic mind kicked
in with Jesus’ question: What is truth?

 eye-popping concert posters, loud & louder music, Opera House charity fund-raisers spiced with decorative
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I sat. My lawyer asked why. I spoke of irreconcilable differences.
The judge asked about physical violence. I was shocked. David and

I were proper, middle class, college educated, spoiled brats, but we
did not hit each other. We worked at crushing one another’s spirits,
insisted that neither of us gain strength for fear of breaking our

bond, but we did all that with words, with silence, not with fists or a
gun. For a moment, I wanted to lie, to say he beat me, but the
moment passed. I told my version of the truth, that David was a rat,

and the judge declared us severed.

For decades I pretended that was true, but lately I see more context.

We married too young. The '60s brought changes too rapid for my
parochial heart to navigate. I forced us into marriage to avoid the

guilt of pre-marital sex. If David was a rat, I was his rat-mate; we
both needed to jump ship. Impetuous to the end, I first pushed him
into marriage then pushed him before me as we walked the plank

out.

Our relationship lasted four years on paper, only two of which we

lived together. We had no children, owned no common property. I
paid all the legal fees, giving David his freedom as my one true gift.

Twenty-five years I lived with guilt. I could not accept that I was a

divorced woman. Finally I sought out a priest and beloved friend,

Father John. I told him my divorce story. He told me that $500 and
a passel of forms would get me an annulment. Thus was my wish
granted and what had been our marriage faded back into vapor, just

as I had hoped.
– Joan Huff

 furnishings, a sophisticated San Francisco era of culture, wild and mind-expanding happenings, hope,
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The S to rey  Po le

The two young carpenters were taking lunch, sitting on the
unfinished second floor, leaning against a diagonally braced, partially

built wall, the only wall yet erected on this floor. On the open
platform in front of them sat stacks of lumber, a few assembled walls
still lying flat, tools and sawdust. Beyond that was a wide,

unstoppable view of a turgid ocean. Near the two youngsters sat an
older, tautly built man. He held up a length of 2x4 and seemed to be
intently discussing it with the young woman beside him.

“What’s he showing her?” whispered the younger.

“Ask him,” said the other.

“I’m kind of afraid of him. He knows so much.”

“You’re right about that. He’s saved my ass more than once.”

“How come he’s not the foreman?” asked the younger.

“I’ve heard two reasons. One, Aggie our illustrious foreman is
related to Hella our esteemed and never-wrong architect.”

“Powerful family, huh. What’s the other rumor?”

“They say Archie needs a roof job,” said the other, tapping on his

temple.

“He seems okay to me. But why does that chick follow him
around?”

“She’s new, doesn’t know much yet. Aggie got spun out trying to
teach her, so he gave her to Archie to show her which end of the

hammer to hold.” He laughed.

politeness and love, Harvey Milk and hope. And organizing it all was the man she's named after --
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“Hell with it, I’m gonna ask him.” The younger man raised his
voice, ”Hey, Archie, what’s on the stick?”

“Come on here and listen,” Archie answered. “You might learn
something.”

The younger man slid over next to Archie and introduced himself to
the young lady. “Hi. I’m Peter.”

“Hello, Peter, I’m Birdie. This is Archie.”

“I know. Everyone knows who he is,” Peter blushed.

Archie ignored the amenities. He kept talking, looking only at the
2x4 he was holding. “This is called a Storey Pole. On this board
you’ve got the story of the whole house, how it builds a frame to
protect you from the weather, how it opens windows and doors so

you get light and go from one room to the other.

“See that arrow pointing to that mark? That’s the length of every
stud in every wall in the whole house. See that number like a

fraction? That means you need to cut 108 studs for the second floor.
See that hash mark? That’s the length of the cripple studs under the
sills. And there’s the size and length of the headers over the doors

and windows.

“If you know how to read this, you’ll feel the whole house growing,
storey by storey. You can take it all off this one board and capture it
in your head and then go and put it together with your hands and

eyes.”

For a moment everyone was silent.

Suddenly, the foreman appeared. “Alright, kids, recess is over. Off
your asses, on your feet! We’ve got work to do. We’re getting a

Zohn Artman. This Shirley is proud of her loving grand-daughter, Zohn.           – Shirley Mandel
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computer in here this afternoon to speed this thing up and get it off
the dime and onto the dollar.

“Honey,” he turned to Birdie. “You know anything about computer
machines?”

“Well, I, I’ve got one at home,” she stammered.

“You know how to turn the sumbitch on?”

“I think so.”

“Good. Come with me and we’ll figure out how to squeeze this job
into the box so we can move it.”

“It would be real neat if we could maybe take the information off the
storey pole and put it into the computer,” she replied, looking at
Archie. He did not return her look.

“Fuck the storey pole. C’mon, let’s go. Let’s get busy. If I see
anyone not busting it from now on, I’ll help’m fill out an enlistment
application for the army of unemployed; they’ve got vacancies.”

Birdie looked at Archie as she hustled after the foreman. He did not
return her look.

“Not a bad idea, a computer,” said Peter as he scrambled with the
others back to work.

“Computer, confuser,” muttered Archie to himself as he started
picking up his tools. “Nothin’ but TVs with no stories on. Bunch’a

horseshit.” No one noticed as he headed to his truck.

The next day at lunch, Birdie asked if anyone knew where Archie
was. But no one knew.

“Maybe he does need a roof job,” Peter said.

  “Damn, homie, I need a fat blunt! I can’t take it in here. I need my medicine. It calms me down!”
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The job went on. There were more than the usual delays and
miscalculations – caused, Aggie said, by the computer. The

carpenters joked that the numerous short miscalculations were
caused by the anatomical shortfalls of the foreman.

Almost everyone worked on until the end. But Birdie, although she
didn’t have another job waiting, left early; she felt abandoned by the

departure of her mentor. And Peter left too, following a collision
between a poorly placed 2x4 and his left eye. When his buddy later
removed the offending brace, he noticed it was the very 2x4 Archie

had used for the storey pole.

The house, finally finished, displayed a FOR SALE sign. The real
estate people staged it for open houses and tours. At first there were

crowds of people, but no offers came. Few of them even signed the
guest book, and most of those who did expressed the opinion that
“something is missing”. One signer wrote caustically, “This house

feels like it was designed by a computer.”

Finally a young couple with a new baby and a new business,
desperate for housing, made an acceptable offer. A sticker was
placed on the FOR SALE sign: SALE PENDING.

Tragically, the financing for their business fell through and they had
to withdraw the offer. A new sticker appeared, placed diagonally
across the signs like a negative glyph: PRICE REDUCED.

– Bob McKenzie

    Marijuana is the ubiquitous self-help medicine for the children of the damned, the children who cycle
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I s  A Ho use  True  Home?

It’s 1988. I’m in my mountain home in Colorado – or what's left

of it. A demolition squad is gutting it. Little I knew about

remodeling; it begins with one small change in the den, we end up
ripping out interior walls, floors and ceilings in the entire place. The
ruins make a junk pile on the naked studs beneath my feet. What

am I doing? What is happening here? The house was attractive – in

the prior owner’s taste. Is this upheaval happening just to please my
taste? I don’t think so.

Then what is it?

Two years ago I was in New Hampshire at my mother’s cabin. It's

nearing fall; leaves in a rainbow of colors reflect their innate beauty

on the lake’s glassy surface. My mother is gone for the season; I am
spending the long weekend with an old friend whom I haven’t seen
in years. The first day we enjoy reunion, the rekindling of a long lost

friendship. I discover she is a religious fundamentalist, which is ok
with me – I have done volunteer work along side of many a
fundamentalist and enjoyed their company.

But there is a pounding going on, a kind of abusive hammering on
my head, her presumption that what she says is all there is to say.

My head begins to ache, a migraine arrives, I feign a flu coming on
and retreat to a guest cabin at the end of the property – Thank God
for guest cabins! In seclusion, I place a two-hour call to my best

friend back in Colorado, who gives me the moral support I need to
get back on my feet.

and recycle in and out of our juvenile jails like Pall Mall smoke, “over, under, around and through..”
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Twenty-four hours later, feeling fortified, I reappear at the main
cabin to face my friend. 'You’re a heathen! You’re a non-believer.

You’re the devil!’ She starts screaming and the tirade doesn't stop.

Suddenly I leave, not resting in body where I seem to be but arriving

in spirit, consciously and unexpectedly, in a different place. I see it,
it is all so clear, this is heaven. Heaven on earth.

How could this be? How did I get here? I remember a shocking
experience but that is nothing, a cloud of smoke. All I am is here,

now. ‘HERE AND NOW.’ I wish to stay here, nowhere else.

A shadow of my gesticulating friend hovers in front of me, harmless

now. I realize I care for her, and know beyond a doubt, for my own
protection, to prevent further mental abuse, I must get her back to

her Manhattan apartment right now. An unseen hand helps me;
though she is so outraged she won’t pay her plane ticket or the taxi,
the unseen hand prompts me to do it all.

We part at La Guardia, never to meet or speak again; I amazed, still
and all the while in the heavenly other place, that I can do anything

at all on earth.

Standing today in the middle of a pile of junk on the bare studs in

Colorado, I realize this same heaven on earth is what's prompting
me to remodel. This must reflect that heavenly abode which has

captured my being-ness. PRISTINE BEAUTY has got to be reflected,
no matter what; an etheric ‘temple of Solomon’ becomes the
blueprint. Every item and aspect of decor is sacred.

I gaze around, my feet barely balancing on the studs, wondering how
my finances will stretch this far. Could this remodeling bring me

Maybe it’s the same self-medication most adolescents now dose themselves with — a joint before class
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down? How will I pay the mortgage? Am I being misled? Will it
prove impossible to establish heaven here?

Perhaps, but the job must be finished. I will stick to it to the end.

This could mean the end of my money – but is heaven not worth it?

In 1989 the remodeling is finished. I love the house. It was paid for

in blood but accurately reflects my forever-present inner vision. Its
scintillating beauty awes everyone who comes here; the house
glimmers with peace and beauty. I am blessed and finally at rest, no

more remodeling, every day filled with joy.

In 1990, calamity strikes. No money in the bank! Have I deluded

myself that my heavenly edifice would save me from any hazard?
No such luck! I feel deserted, abandoned by that which I wished so

much to reflect and emulate.

Never mind. Practical moves need to be made! I’m too attached to

the house to sell, so I hastily rent it through a property manager, buy
an RV and live on the road. Honestly, I’m relieved to be free of
financial burdens. I enjoy the simplicity of the new life-style. Let the

house pay for itself! I have a chance to enjoy the beautiful natural
parks of America and find respite from worldly concerns.

It is 1991. I travel and live in my RV and it feels like a sabbatical.

The hauntingly transcendent, addictive beauty of my home becomes

increasingly remote as the beauty of the natural world draws close.
My heavenly home, which I had thought it necessary to construct
with all my fortune, was always here in nature, and to my pleasant

surprise I find the heavenly abode in my natural state. I have
returned to my self.

another before lunch, and, if they go back to class at all, another during lunch to prepare for
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I am ready to sell. It’s taken a year to distance myself. Now I’m
ready. The only issue that haunts me is going back to handle the sale

– could my home ensnare me again? I’m feeling vulnerable, like an
AA member at the door of a bar. Alcohol is not the only addiction.

I tell the property manager to clear it out, donate the furniture and

accessories and put the house up for sale. It takes 18 months; my

neighbor’s house forecloses, cutting my value in half, but honest to
goodness despite the financial blow I feel freer and happier than
ever before. No longer am I owned by my dream home, a slave to

its needs. I’m out from under that humungous mortgage for good!
Thanks be! The unseen hand in the end did save the day!

What is my true home? Isn’t it in the immediacy of the now? Here,

every single leaf on a tree shimmers in a living green light as if it held
its own intelligence. Every dewdrop on the grass twinkles with light-

filled joy. Each rock beneath a stream floats free of gravity, as if
alive. People speak good and kindly words to one another and the
ground beneath my feet hugs close in friendliness. Everything is

intimately loving, lush flowers and breezes of fresh, soft rain shower
blessings. The earth is transformed and all living things are made up
of a transparent energy of light, a living light with a living

intelligence. No thing is dead matter. No thing is solid. All vibrates
in translucent energy, alive with love and joy!

Am I not here fully taken care of? Are my needs not met? I have a

small home, at the foot of a mountain by the sea, which suits me

perfectly. Although the waves of ups and downs still move across the
ocean, I ride them like a windsurfer, no longer crushed by breakers.

– Mary Webster

afternoon math class. I don’t know about “most adolescents,” and I don’t have a control group to
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I  Want  tha t  Job

The man across the street kills monkeys. He puts out their eyes
and other gruesome things for research. He's a big-deal scientist. I

don't know much about it.

Animal rights activists are upset with him. Less of course and more

well that's a stretch they feel empowered to go beyond discourse and
freeing the animals to wreaking retributive violence on researchers.
So we've been warned to keep our eyes open.

The man loitering across the street, taking pictures of the house and

the CCTV camera that watches the house and the neighboring
houses, in one of which lives my best friend, catches my attention. I
note the details and call the campus police when I get back from

work. They come screaming up in three minutes, not because there's
any chance of catching the guy, that was this morning, but to show
their seriousness. The man I saw was one of the head honchos of

the movement. Whenever they see him around, disaster follows.
They mount 24-hour watch.

The researcher has lived across the street for 12 years. He has never

spoken to me. One day he was ripping his 13-year old daughter out
of the car by her hair, screaming his displeasure, and my friend

walked up to him, "If I ever see you doing something like that again,
I will call Children's Protective Services." He said nothing. Twelve
years, he has never spoken with his neighbors.

One day I was leaving to go to the store around the corner. He came

out on his porch, then turned around and started screaming at his

 compare against the kids who write each week in The Beat Within from behind thick walls covered
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wife, in the house. He threw his briefcase on the stairs; it opened
and papers cascaded down the stairs. He kept yelling and

gesticulating. The garage door, out of his sight at street level, opened
and his wife drove out, turning uphill so he wouldn't see the car. He
kept screaming as the breeze began to pick up his papers and

distribute them around the neighborhood.

I went to the shop. His wife never speaks to us either. Twelve years,

she goes past on the sidewalk as if she's the Queen of Siam, not even
a glance.

My best friend is over for dinner with us tonight. Before we sit
down, my son Ben takes a plate of food out to the watchman, sitting

in his car at our curb. We do this every night; the man whose house
he's guarding never does. At dessert, we discuss bringing some to the
watchman; Jonathan and Ben agree that would be inappropriate. My

neighbor anyway takes down hot cocoa at midnight.

I wonder about the expense of all this, and why the man doesn't just

move someplace safe. "He's stubborn," my neighbor says. "The
university has offered to move him, but he won't." We figure that at

$10 an hour, the watchmen cost $87,600. Not counting what the
service charges; with all the overheads, it's likely to be more like a
quarter million dollars a year.

Maybe we should take over. That would help the boys with college.
Not to speak of letting us, when this ends, take a trip to Istanbul.

We live here anyway. And it's our neighborhood. So it should work.
– Mick Backstreet

 in razor ribbon — in San Francisco and Oakland, in Marin and San Jose. Besides alcohol — which is so
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On Marg in

In my ignorance and innocence I asked my brother for a referral
for an investment advisor. A college mate. That sounded so

positively preppie – a Dartmouth Man taking this brickload of
money and investing it for me. And twice a year, May and October,
I received large, generous, over-the-top whipped cream, luxurious

checks. 

That's when my level of public and private philanthropy began. I

donated, I made contributions, I took friends to lunch, I bought un-
needed luxuries without checking out the price first. And twice a
year I asked why I was getting such a large return – being the kid

sister of his college mate the answer was never serious or clear or
true. 

So it went for several years until I started to receive letters, then

statements, then telegrams ordering me to fulfil my commitment of

"paying up." Paying up? Paying up what? Well, the amount I
borrowed on margin. Margin? What's margin? Margin is #38 on the
"What the hell should I do?" scale.

Who signed a margin note? Not I. 

Who asked for a margin loan? Not I. 

Who wanted more for less? Not I.

Now there was arbitration and two lawyers and small lies and large

lies and swearing and stock brokers ruling on stock brokers – which
brought to mind the notorious "strong blue line" where the police

swear untruths for each other.

  easy to get, and so much a part of the stories that lead to lock-up — marijuana is the currency of the
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Well, I won a moral victory – but paid a legal fee, got back none of
the money, my brother's schoolmate lost a client and a friend until

he went into the taxidermy business when everyone wanted to shoot
and stuff and display a Bull and a Bear.

Now that scene and event occurred many years ago – surely it could

have happened yesterday. But it was all about the color of money.

And greed. And wise guy stuff. A long-ago part of my life, barely
remembered.

– Shirley Mandel

realm, the only self-help they can conjure in imaginations stunted and crippled by daily shootings,
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The Ar t  P ro jec t

Tessa stepped back from the bulletin board outside the eighth
grade classroom on the second floor of the girls’ building at St.

Mary’s. Hands on hips, head cocked, she smiled. It looks good. It
was Friday, it was late, but she and Gladys had promised Sister Anne
they’d get it done. Even if Gladys had to leave before they finished,

Tessa could do it. I love art projects more than anything. She glued
the last, bright, crepe paper blossoms onto the construction paper
letters spelling out M A Y in honor of the Blessed Mother.

The dimness in the hallway surprised Tessa as she cleaned up,
gathering tools and paper scraps to toss into her school bag. It is
late. How late? I don’t own a watch, but I might get one for
graduation . . . maybe. She took a few steps and looked out the
large, wired-glass windows, overlooking the small square of asphalt

playground and Rich Street beyond. No one there. The street lights
are on early.

Tessa gathered her books, binder and the bag and turned to go, her

flared plaid skirt swishing softly against her slip. Her saddle shoes

resounded on the unpainted wood floor and changed tone slightly as
she clattered down the gently cratered wooden stairs, worn over the
years by hundreds of passing feet. The stairs creaked; she stopped a

moment to listen to what she thought was another sound. Maybe a
mouse? But the janitor keeps everything pretty clean.

Beyond the downstairs doors lay a foyer with a passage to the

convent as well as the doors to and from the playground. All the
grades lined up out there in the morning and at lunch time until

perennial disrespect from those sworn to protect, abandoned by fathers they never knew and
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their teachers, mostly nuns, collected their girls after the Principal
rang the hand bell. The Sisters of St. Francis, who lived in the

convent, had been at St. Mary’s forever, wearing black serge habits
with that old-fabric smell, tied at the waist with white cords, rosary
beads and bunches of keys gently jingling as they walked. Huge, stiff

white circles of bibs covered the nuns’ chests. It seemed to Tessa as
if they would seriously impede movement, like wearing a platter
around your neck. Only the sisters’ faces, framed by more white

starched fabric and a sheer black veil that floated behind them when
they strode through the hallways or playground, made them different
from each other.

Tessa reached the ground floor doors at the foot of the stairs. She

could make out, through the glass, the playground doors on the left,
the empty foyer straight ahead and, beyond, the hallway to the
convent. Time to go. Cross the playground, out the gate to Rich
Street, then only three blocks to home.

Tessa shivered a bit and stopped to pull on her wool cardigan,

fastening the top two buttons. She groped for the knob and tried to
turn it. She pressed her body against the door to open it. It didn’t
move. She tried again. The knob wouldn’t turn. The door wouldn’t

open. There was no click to freedom. I'm locked in!

Her heart punched in her chest, her mouth went dry, her stomach

lurched. Okay, maybe the Hermann Street door is open. She raced
the other way, past the lower grade classrooms, the Principal’s office

and down a short flight to the only other first floor exit. It too was
locked, and she thought, Of course, why would they leave that
open?

mothers who are there but not there . . .                  – Michael Kroll
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It's Friday! It's nearly dark. Mom must be worried. Dad will be mad
because I'm not home on time for dinner. Oh God!

As she ran back through the corridor again, the locked classroom

doors with their translucent windows seemed to glare at her
ominously. Is anyone else here? No! Couldn’t be. Tessa could
hardly breathe. Back at the main exit, she pounded on the locked

doors to the foyer and convent. The sisters are there! But they won't
hear! Too many hallways and rooms between me and them. They
have prayer times in their own little chapel. And they might already
be at dinner.

She began to weep, terrified. Imprisoned for the weekend!
Abandoned! Lost! She screamed, “Help! Help! I’m locked in!”
Tears streamed as she pounded and called out. Her knuckles were
red and sore. She kicked the door repeatedly. She felt faint,

desperate, afraid. How long has she cried and banged and sobbed as
night engulfs the city? It seems eternal.

Then: a light, a voice, a distorted figure approached beyond the

glass. An angel in a black serge gown with a large white bib

appeared, unlocked the door, comforted Tessa and released her
back into the world. Mom was worried; Dad was mad, until he saw
her tear-stained face and heard the story. They all sat down to

dinner, just a bit late.

But Tessa never forgot—that was her last art project at St. Mary’s.
– Margaret A. Barrett

 Face down on his bed smelling him, waiting for him (the women talk in the kitchen) sweat and Heil-Oeil
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Doctors  w i th  Comput ers

Doctors provide care. They are purveyors of comfort, a source of

hope that pain might be alleviated. They engage with me in a
contemplative process to try to understand the mystery of what,
uninvited and unwelcome, is battering my body.

Illusion.

I sit in an examining room, waiting for a doctor after persistently and
relatively politely trying to get an appointment for four days.

Four days of, “We’ll send a message to Internal Medicine
immediately and someone will get back to you soon.”

One hour, two hours, three hours of waiting for the response that
didn’t come, two medicines prescribed by e-mail with nary a
physician suggesting I be seen first to clarify what might be
appropriate.

“You’ll find it waiting in the first floor pharmacy.”

The nagging pain in my upper abdomen persists, accompanied by
bouts of nausea and debilitating fatigue.

I listened to my friends last night, one on the tenor recorder, the
other on the alto, play Purcell, Mozart, Bach. The soprano was
missing; I couldn’t play. I felt comfort in their presence, a
poignant familiarity in the notes, the mistakes, the beauty of the
evening, long years of friendship palpable beside the music. I lay
on the couch willing the pounding to go away. It wouldn’t.

I sit now in the examining room on a chair, fully clothed, waiting.

Finally, a young doctor comes in, seats himself in front of the
computer, fiddles with the keys, glances at the screen, scans my
medical record, until now free of serious maladies. Lucky, one
might say, to be so healthy.

  and sour. His feet up the stairs. Low talking, plates in the pantry. Water running. At last my grandfather;
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He doesn’t look at me. The computer screen provides a safe haven;
no needs projected, no eye contact required.

He fiddles with his stethoscope and finally asks what I am feeling.
I describe the pain, show him by pointing to my body where the
piercing pain is making known its unwelcome presence.

He comes over to my chair, places his hand on my abdomen over
my sweater for about ten seconds, saunters back to the computer,
pauses and announces, “I’m on the fence here.”

What he is “on the fence” about is not clear. Perhaps it’s which
computer screen may have answers. The stethoscope dangles,
unused.

Aside from the few seconds with his hand resting on my sweater, he
does not examine me, does not check my heart, lungs, abdomen.

“I’m on the fence,” he mumbles again.  Perhaps he likes fences.

Finally, I say, “Aren’t you going to examine me?”

“I just did,” he answers.

He cogitates with himself a bit longer and says, in a tone with which
one might speak to a child, “Would you like some more blood
tests?”

Chocolate or vanilla, maybe?

The physician who is to provide care has never appeared.

The healer with compassion is not in existence.

Just the one who sits “on the fence” tinkering with the computer.

Betrayal.
– Hedi Saraf

laughing, tickling me on his bed. He asks, questions. He listens. Coffee is outside for us (the women
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My Dadd y

I don’t remember much about my Daddy. I was born in ’43 and
he was away in some war most times. He was very tall and had a

dark blue coat and gold buttons and a white hat.

His boar was huge and had airplanes on its back. I ‘member that.

He operated people and Mommy said he was smart.

Once in Flor’da he made me a big swing set and pushed me so high

I got scared. It was fun.

We growed tomatoes and put them in my red wagon. I took them

around and sold them to peoples’ houses for candy bars.

My Daddy helped. He pushed the doorbells ‘cause he could reach,

but I did all the work. I gave Daddy one candy bar anyway.

Once I climbed a real high slide and a mean red-haired boy pushed
me off the top and I fell and hit my head. Daddy picked me up and

held me for a long time and I think I cried a little. Daddy was very
strong.

He wrote us a letter from the war. He was a marine doctor then,

Mommy said. He said it was safer on that island than at our house.

He told me to take care of Mommy and my little brother Mark ‘till
he got home.

Then we won the war and he came home to San Francisco. I was so

‘xcited. He laughed and messed my hair and swinged us all around.
He had a headache.

  talk in the kitchen). Near the fishpond on on the little green table: streusal kuchen, coffee, fresh grapes
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The next day he was lying on the couch and Mommy said he was
sick. Some men came and carried him to the hospital

Mommy said he had Polo. Then she was very quiet.

A yellow telegram came. Daddy died. Mommy started to scream.

Daddy was back three days.
– George Yavorsky

from the arbor. Some cheese because I am so thin. My coffee is in a small cup, pink and gold and
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Uncle  T im

I don’t remember how old I was, but it was before the Ventura
Freeway had been completed, which meant that a trip from Ojai to

Los Angeles could take more than two hours. I remember this
particular trip not because we were going to visit my paternal
grandparents — always a stultifying experience where we were told

through my mother’s clenched teeth to sit quietly on the plastic-
covered sofa and touch nothing — but because my father’s youngest
brother, my Uncle Tim, had come home. He was waiting there.

I had always found in him a kindred spirit, even though I didn’t
know what that meant at the time. He shared my sense of humor

and a certain indefinable sense of sadness, not quite hidden by the
laughter that was never far away. Somehow even that sadness, which
I couldn’t understand in him or in me, made me feel closer to him

than to any of my other uncles or aunts.

Even when his mental disease flared — the times when it wasn’t clear

if he’d talk your head off without stopping for breath or fly into an
unprovoked and frightening rage — even in those times, I saw myself

in him.

I had heard the whispered asides between my parents who had only

recently returned from visiting him in the hospital in Eugene. A
hospital, that’s all I knew. I didn’t understand why he was there so
long and I was far too young for them, or anyone, to explain the

tortures of electro-shock therapy. But I knew he was sick and I knew
how much I missed him.

white - canned milk and sugar. We eat in silence. Soon will come the naming. “How can you speak
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Now he was home. He had been released from the hospital and we

were on our way to see him. My excitement could hardly be
contained.

Tim was my father’s brother and married to my mother’s first
cousin, so both sides of the family were converging for this reunion.

My mother and father occupied the front seat of our old station
wagon, while I was wedged in the back seat with my older brother on
one side of me and my mother’s father on the other. My little sister

was crumpled in the far back compartment.

While the adults spoke in hushed tones, my sister and I amused

ourselves by playing road games that parents invent to keep their
children occupied on long rides, such as counting the number of

Cadillacs we passed or pumping our arms as we passed big semi-
trucks, whose drivers delighted us by honking in response.

 to the plants if you don’t know their names.”  We begin by the pool: Violet du Parme, Queen Charlotte,
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And then we were there, pulling up in front of my grandparents’
house. I saw Uncle Tim standing in the open doorway. My grandpa

seemed so slow to open the car door that I could hardly keep myself
from jumping out the window. As I tried to scramble over him in my
eagerness, he whispered, “Don’t say anything to him about being in

the hospital.”

My eager excitement instantly turned to fear — not fear of my uncle,

but fear that I could hurt him somehow, that I had to be careful, that
he had somehow changed and I might not be swept up into his

welcoming arms as I had imagined since learning of this trip.

I looked at Grandpa, and slowed my exit. As I started up the walk

towards Uncle Tim, my heart was pounding, newly acquired anxiety
mixed with eager excitement. Uncle Tim saw me approaching and
opened his arms, a smile spreading across his face. All fear fell away,

and I raced into his warm and loving embrace. He was back.
– Michael Kroll

violets for perfume, flea bane, feverfew, daisy in the sun. Between the stones, thymes: wooly, lemon.
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The Ta le  o f  a  Walke r

Wouldn’t you expect that ordering a  walker from a medical
supply store to be simple?

When my friend broke her wrist, she asked if she could borrow one
of my walkers and order an arm rest put on one side. I told her it

would be no problem. Thus began a saga of planned obsolescence.

I telephoned my medical supply store. I told the salesman, Mike,

whom I knew, that I had three walkers, one of which I was going to
lend my friend, and that I wanted to order an arm rest for any one

of them. He said he needed to know the make of the walkers
because arm rests come in a variety of sizes.

“But they are in the trunk of my car,” I explained. “Could I bring

them to you?” “No, I want you to look at them and phone me back
with the name of the manufacturer.”

So I went to my car and got the name of one of the walkers. I called

Mike back and told him. He said that none of the arm rests he
could order would fit that walker. So I went back to the trunk of my
car and got a second name. It was Apria, which has an outlet in San

Francisco. When Mike told me he still had nothing available, I
decided to call the outlet store.

I explained the problem to a saleswoman at Apria. She said they had

an arm rest but I would need a prescription from my friend’s doctor.
I explained that she had just been to the emergency room and had

still not seen her orthopaedist. “Well,” she said. “If it is your walker
why don’t you get authorization from your doctor?”

 Mints for tisanes: peppermint, spearmint. The names sing down the years into my own garden: frais
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“Because it is not for me,” I said. “Well,” she said, “I couldn’t sell
you an arm rest without authorization.” I asked if it was because the

insurance would only pay with authorization. If that were the case
could my friend pay the whole thing? That was not possible either.

Meanwhile, my friend was listening to all this and said she would

buy another walker from my medical supply store, one compatible

with an arm rest they had available. So I called Mike back and laid
out the plan. “That would certainly work, “ he said. He would order
both and they would be available the next day.

So the next day I called Mike. He had an appointment and was not
in until noon. When I caught up with him, I said I would pick up

the walker and arm rest and asked that he install the arm rest then.

So I drove to the medical supply company and he put on the arm

rest and put the walker into the trunk of my car. I brought the
walker to my friend. Since she was not home when I got to her

apartment, I set up the walker and left. Later that day she called to
thank me for getting the walker.

Only one thing was wrong. Mike had installed the arm rest

backwards!!!
– Susan Penny

de bois, woodbine, clematis, jasmine, blueberry, day li ly, tuberous begonia, hens and chicks, saxifrage,
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I t ’ s  Okay  to  Ask

There had been so little good news for so long that Wallace
decided to quit listening. He plundered his big desk and found a

tiny, collapsed box labeled Silencio Azzuro. It held earplugs bought
years ago after a sleepless night in a Rome hotel. He opened it. The
blue larval shapes inside were ensnarled by a long strand of

somebody’s hair, not his. He delicately disentangled it and stuffed
the plugs in his ears. The silence, mild tinnitus aside, was sublime.
In the afternoon, he reluctantly took them out and put them in his

pocket. They might be useful at a dinner party his sister, Anna, was
throwing that night. They often became mildly chaotic, which is why
his wife Barwie, his third wife, no longer went.

“When we all finally disappear,” Anna said to her guests, “it’ll be a
relief to the whole species.” She was famous for declarations that

silenced the entire ‘dinning’ room, as Wallace called it. This time,
the silence yielded to a lively discussion on human extinction. Anna
turned triumphantly to her nominal guests of honor, a Japanese

couple she had met the evening before, in the city for the opening of
a luxury car dealership in a new, leafless suburb. She was regretting
her impulsive invitation. The couple had struggled all evening as

English boomed unsympathetically through the room, now Anna
watched as they rose, flush with the embarrassment of sobriety and
decorum, and excused themselves. She murmured something, lost

in the din, and waved to their retreating bows. They had been
complete bores; Gracie would see them out. Wallace, at the other
end of the table, took this opportunity to stick the plugs into his

ears, the anger in Anna’s face drove him out of the room and home.

rose, thrift, bamboo, primula. Grandfather priest, acolyte child walk the Marin hills, Oakland hills, Muir
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No one saw the Japanese again, though Nahir Sajad bought top-of-the-
line sedans from their dealership for each of his four grown children. It

was part of his plan to get them out of Saudi Arabia. They all abused the
cars badly through a privileged American summer, left them in Nahir’s
broad, crushed-marble drive and flew back to Jidda while he was in

South Africa.

The next morning in Wallace’s study, the television was scrolling a

report about the new Japanese prime minister’s desire to make his
country stronger and more independent. Wallace wondered if the

man knew how much he sounded like recent US presidents, or how
likely it was, following our path to “strong and independent,” Japan
would lose the ability to build superb automobiles or educate their

children and become a Trans-Pacific version of the “garrison state.”

Wallace savored the phrase. It had been coined, he thought, by

Gore Vidal, an ex-pat whiner whom he had loathed in college. Vidal
seemed to him then, above all, pernicious – an adjective Wallace
loved. He had flourished the word in university without being able

quite to define it. When challenged to do so by dates from
Wellesley or Radcliffe, his inebriated confusion charmed several of
them sufficiently to permit him to show his place near Fenway Park.

As it turned out, a pernicious dawn comment from an exceedingly
energetic Smithie led Wallace to a bed-top conversion about Vidal,
which now, years later, resulted in his having the man’s entire works

on his bookshelf.

A lump of sound penetrated Wallace’s reverie. “Dad?” It was Beef,

Wallace’s name for Brian, his son by his first marriage. Wallace
removed an earplug and turned. Beef loomed in the door. He was

Woods naming, speaking to the plants. “Good day, dear rattlesnake grass. Thank you for nodding
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home after a spectacular first year at MIT and leaving for a summer
construction job arranged by Carl, Anna’s former husband. “I’ll be

late tonight,” he said. “My team is meeting on the string-theory
limitations of portal protocols.” Brian was as brilliant as he was
inner-directed. The larger he got, the more quietly he moved. He

unnerved Wallace, who had begun secretly locking the bedroom
door at night. When Barwie realized this, she got angry and told him
it was a bad thing, which silently, microscopically enlarged his heart.

“A worse thing,” Wallace replied, “would be waking up with that
boy standing at the foot of the bed with an axe, a laser sight shining
in my eyes.”

In the flicker and drone of the little TV beyond his toes he studied

Barwie’s exasperation and longed for something he could not
identify. He glanced at the video. It seemed to be the Pope divulging
a recipe for his favorite dessert, torta di mandorle e pignoli. “You

medieval charlatan,” Wallace said. He flipped off the set, which
startled Barwie, whose real name was Faye.

your head.” “That’s nice,” my brother says. “You know he was drunk as a skunk, that’s why he
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“I was looking at that” she said sharply.

 “Sorry,” he said, making no effort to turn it back on. He rolled

away from her. She envisioned clubbing the back of his head with

something terrifically heavy.

The following night, they heard light pawing on the locked door.

Sweat dampened Wallace’s forehead. He switched on his reading
light and turned to his wife with an expression that said, ‘Except for
my prudence, we’d be seconds from unspeakable deaths.’ She sat up

and furiously, soundlessly formed the word ‘Brian’ with her shiny,
nighttime lips.

“Beef?” Wallace said to the door.

“Dad, Aunt Anna’s on my cell. She’s desperate to talk to you.”

“Well, tell her to call me.”

“She said your line is busy.”

Wallace spied his phone on the carpet across the room. Its little red

navel pulsed angrily. “Tell her I’ll call her,” he said. He threw the
covers back and crossed the room to the phone. Its glossy, over-
designed face looked like a juvenile’s idea of a tiny slot machine.

For Wallace, speed-dial was perpetually annoying. It eliminated the
possibility of dialing with deliberation or aborting the effort midway

to punish the would-be recipient. But Brian, who was in fifth grade
when Wallace and Faye had married, had put the reconstructed
family’s most-called numbers on his father’s speed-dial. In the

ensuing years, as Brian’s grandparents and, suddenly, his mother
died, Wallace considered and rejected erasing their codes – the
phone buttons had become miniature gravestones.

talked to the plants and the birds and every damned thing in his path, he was a drunk, face it.”
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Now he pushed his sister’s code and immediately heard her phone
ring. He longingly eyed his earplugs on the bedside table; his heart

sank slightly. “Thank God you called, Wally.” Anna had caller ID or
caller BM, Wallace could not remember, but he disliked it. He
thought a telephone call should be like a birthday present and need

to be opened to find out what was there. “Nahir just called,” she said
breathlessly, “his son the one who stayed here... has been arrested...
doesn’t know what to do... you can do something... I know...”

“Anna,” he said calmly, “there is nothing I can do any longer. I’ve
told you that over and over...” “... to be something you can do...
really, Wally... you...” He timed his pause so that his final word,
“Nothing”, perfectly pre-empted Anna’s crescendo. It did not stop

her, but his adroit pacing pleased him.

Wallace punched the phone off. He made space for it on Barwie’s
expansive dresser, which resembled an aerial view of a post-tornado

suburb. He picked-up a bottle labeled l’Ersaz Provocateur Anti-snap
Emollient. “Sweet Jesus,” he murmured. “Bar, do you think your
hair is too snappy? Maybe you should wear Beef’s football helmet to

bed for a while, at least until it calms down.”

Barwie looked at him. “They gave it to me at the store. I thought it

was so silly I brought it home.” The name made her giggle, then
laugh strongly, deeply, like she had when they met in college. Then
uncontrollably.

Wallace looked at her in bewilderment and confusion. Then he,

too, began to laugh. He swept the earplugs from the bedside table
into the drawer, where they were lost forever.

– John Hudson

  Peppermint, spearmint, feverfew, lily. Oh ya, he talked to the plants all right. He started at the Chin Up
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Fa te .

Why am I so anxious to present myself as fate?
Clumsy, losing words, forgetting names, dressed in old, tight clothes.

Who the hell cares?
In our youth we strain through hundreds of people; in old age we
meet the left-over: closed minds, non-important conversationalists,

stories of unique children, semi-godlike grandchildren.
Who the hell cares?
I’m as self-involved as anyone and critical down to the smallest

toenail. Why should I care what Mrs. A thinks of me? I think so
little of her. So what if I am fat, clumsy, lose words, forget names,
dress in old, tight clothes? So is and does everyone else.

I’m not slender - but I’d like to be - clumsy is bursitis, arthritis,
neuritis – who hasn’t got that? It’s hard to tell if my fellow man
keeps losing words from being silent – or am I’m hard of hearing?

Who the hell cares?
As for names, they go in one ear and out over my shoulder. I have a
secret: try Ruth and Esther first, good old biblical names, add an

occasional Imogene, Renee, Ethel – one or two guesses will get you
there. Even better, start a conversation with, “Hello, nice to see
you,” and end it with, “On my way! Goodbye, Ruth, Esther, Anne

whoever.”
Am I all the unpleasant things I claim to be? Who the hell cares?
Smile. Everyone recognizes a smile.

Nearly unrecognizable is a fat, clumsy, forgetful, badly dressed, grey-
haired, eyeglass-wearing, hearing-aid-assisted old lady with an old
face and gait covering a 35-year-old wannabe. Don’t blink; I’m fate.

- Shirley Mandel

and then bought a bottle of Sauterne, ya, the wino’s favorite! Then he’d find a friend and they’d go
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The Las t  Word

Bright, light, energetic and taken by surprise, Molly was confused
when she passed out in her apartment. She did tell me she liked the

attention from the firemen, so handsome – she was partial to men in
uniform. No job in this fair city, very unemployed. Originally from
Scotland, living with her sister, brother nearby. She had been

looking for work, not an easy task here. I asked her what she had
done before and she replied, "I was a butler in Manhattan."
Curious. For whom? "Avril Haverman. I saw it posted and said,

'That's the one for me.' I convinced him I could do it." Great social
graces, and she could read and write, and yes she did wear the
uniform. Molly spent years as a butler in New York, but she was

discreet, no juicy tidbits from this woman.

Yes. She changed her name to Molly Malone – an Irish butler more

fitting than Scots, and she was always so correct. Funny, fast and
furious – and the cancer in her liver was furious and fast as well.
Good thing she had a place to live; her family ties were strong, they

would stay close. I knew it wouldn't be long. Molly asked if I could
hold back telling her family; doctors had just informed her. Would a
couple of hours do?

I was not going down that path with this strong family whose roots

were in another part of the world. Molly underestimated their ability
to accept the sad truth. At a family meeting I introduced the concept
of Hospice and asked Molly if she would consider being an in-

patient. NO. Molly would return home to share her living and dying
with her sister in the apartment, brother close by.

  home together – ya, naming things, singing to the stars – Oh right, they were poets weren’t they?
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We set up home care, managed pain and symptoms. I called and
visited often. Brother and sister, misled by her stamina, coped by

denial. The call came, her brother asking, could I come by? Molly
was not responding. I noticed Scottish music playing, "You take the
high road and I'll take the low road." Yes, we will take the high road.

Brother had given her two sleeping pills and he felt he had brought
this on. Reassurance was indicated. I notified the hospice and sat
with the family: not the sleeping pills, no overdose, no blame, Molly

was dying. This is what dying looks like – and it would be soon. Call
people now; for a woman in town just a few months she had a lot of
friends. Sensing she could hear us, family and friends spoke to her

clearly of their love, respect and how they would miss her. Me too.

Molly motioned her sister closer, music playing in the background,

high road, low road. I followed her breath as it was changing, fast
and slow at the same time. Motioned her brother and sister in

closer. Her breath took a dramatic change and then, nothing. I told
them, "Molly is gone."

Then she took one more breath. Her sister looked at me and said,

"Molly always did have the last word."
– Eileen Lemus

  And he was  mean. You never heard him, you were too little. They kept you safe from that!! Lying in
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New Age /Old  Age  B lues

Well, I take my ginko biloba so my mind I do not lose
Wash it down with oil of jojoba – and a shot or two of booze

Yes, it’s a youth-inspired culture, what have I got to lose?
‘Cause I don’t want to live forever -

I’ve got those New Age/Old Age Blues

Well, you can sign up for cryogenics
where they’ll freeze you in neat little queues
‘Till you’re full of biogenics, but who says they’ll never blow a fuse?
I want to wake up in the morning – in the same week – in the same bed

in which I went to snooze
Believe me when I tell you –

I’ve got those New Age/Old Age Blues

Well, I really was scared when that lost little lamb named Dolly
became two

But felt better when nations decided that with Mother Nature
you shouldn’t fool

No, I don’t want to be around – I hope by then I’ll have flown
Stephen Sondheim and I won’t be here when they sing

Send in the clones

Well the weight of my basket of nutrients
would make Andrew Weil break down and cry

But no matter how many pills I take I still am going to die
I want to celebrate each wrinkle – let aches and pains be my living dues

‘Cause livin’ life will kill you –
I’ve got those New Age/Old Age Blues

– Faith Winthrop

 the bushes in front of the house cursing up at her in German to put him to bed – calling her names.
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”He was a bastard, a bastard wino. Face it.” Saxifrage, rose, thrift, bamboo.      – Martha Stookey
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